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     Cluster formation

Large-scalemassdistribution3029

Figure5.Redshiftevolutionofthebaryondensity.ThesamesliceasinFig.3hasbeenused.

Figure6.Histogramofthecontributionofdifferentdarkmatterandbaryon
densityregionstothetotalbaryonicmass.Thedashedverticallinesin-
dicatetheboundariesofthedarkmatterdensityregionswedefinedin
Section3.2.1tomeasurethemassinfilaments,voidsandhaloes.Thediago-
nallineindicateswhereaprimordialmixofbaryonsanddarkmatterwould
lie.

thehaloesisdependingontheresolutionofthegrid,asitisthe
averagedensityinonegridcell,andnotthephysicaldensityatthe
outskirtsofhaloes.

The‘filaments’region,whichwedefinedtohavedarkmatterden-
sitiesbetween0.06to15ρcrit,hosts44.5percentofthedarkmatter
and46.4percentofthebaryons.Itsvolumemakesup21.6percent
ofthetotalsimulationvolume.Thefilamentsspanalarge-density
rangeinourdefinition.Atthehigherdensityendofthisdefinition,
between5and15ρcrit,themassismainlyinring-likeregionsaround
thebiggerhaloes,andnofilamentarystructureisvisibleinthisden-
sityregime.Thiscircumhaloregionhostsabout11.1percentofthe
darkmatterand3.3percentofthebaryons.Thedensityboundary
tothevoidsismotivatedbyFig.6,asthelargebulkofmassin
thedenserpartsofthefilamentsextendsdowntothisvalue.Also,
inspectingFig.8,thisdensityrangeseemstocorrespondtowhat
onewouldvisuallylabelasfilaments.However,adifferentdensity
rangecouldaswellbejustified.

The‘voids’(darkmatterdensitiesbetween0and0.06ρcrit)con-
tainonly6.4percentofthedarkmatterbut30.4percentofthe

baryons.Thevolumeofthevoidsmakesup78.2percentofthe
totalsimulationvolume.Inthatrespect,itisworthwhiletoexamine
Figs9and10,whereweshowthetemperatureandthemetallicity
ofthegas.Ifwecomparethetemperatureandmetallicitymapswith
Fig.3andFig.8,weseethatthemajorityofthebaryonsinvoids
iscomposedofwarmtohotgasenrichedbymetals.Thosebaryons
havemostlikelybeenejectedfromthehaloesthroughfeedback.Be-
causetheejectedmaterialhasahighertemperaturethantheother
baryonsinvoids,wecanusethetemperaturetodiscriminatebe-
tweenbaryonsnaturallyresidinginvoidsandbaryonswhichhave
beentransportedthere.Wedefineanadditional‘ejectedmaterial’
regioninTable2whichisdefinedashavingatemperaturehigher
than6×104Kinadditiontothedarkmatterdensitycut.With
23.6percentofthetotalbaryons,this‘ejectedmaterial’regionis
responsibleformostofthebaryonsindarkmattervoids.InFig.11,
thespatialregioncorrespondingtotheejectedmaterialisplotted;
notethatitfillsabout40percentofthevoids.Weshouldnote
though,thattheejectedmassmostlikelyheatssomeofthebaryons
alreadypresentinthevoids.Therefore,wehaveprobablyoveres-
timatedtheejectedmassinvoids.However,throughfollowingthe
redshiftevolutionofthemassinvoidswecangiveanestimateof
theassociateuncertainty,aswediscussbelow.Wenotethatour
findingsforthevolumefractionsaregenerallyingoodagreement
withsimulationsbyCautunetal.(2014).

3.2.3Redshiftevolutionofmatterandmetalsinhaloes,filaments
andvoids

Byapplyingthesamedarkmatterdensitycutsatdifferentredshifts,
wecanstudythetimeevolutionofthevaluesreportedinTable2.
ThisisdoneinFig.12,whereweshowhowthebaryonsanddark
matterdivideintohaloes,filamentsandvoidsasafunctionoftime.
InFig.12(a)weseethat,startingatredshiftz=2,feedbackbegins
toefficientlyremovegasfromhaloes.Atfirst,thisonlyslowsdown
halogrowth,butafteraredshiftofz=1itreducestheamount
ofbaryonsinhaloes.InFig.12(b),weseethatthedarkmatter
haloes,unaffectedbyfeedback,continuetogrowattheexpense
ofthefilaments.Athighredshifts,thedarkmatterwasdistributed
homogeneouslywithadensityof"dmρcrit,andthusfallsintothe
‘filament’category.Theunderdenseregionsofthevoidswereonly
createdasmatterfromlessdenseregionswaspulledintodenser
regions.Thusthefractionofdarkmatterinvoidsisincreasingfrom
z=6to2.Afterz=2,theamountofdarkmatterinvoidsisslowly
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• Clusters appear last in the structure formation ladder 
• Doubled in mass since z =0.5 (Gao+ 2012) 
• 1/2 Galaxies accreted below z=0.4 (Berrier+ 09) 
• Groups contribute to 50% and 45% of a cluster stellar mass and 

galaxy population, respectively (McGee+ 09)

Illustris simulation, Haider+ 16
z=1 z=0.5

Baryons
3028M.Haideretal.

Figure3.Darkmatterandbaryondensityinathinsliceatz=0.Theslicecoversthewhole(106.5Mpc)2extentofthesimulationandhasathicknessof
104kpc(1cell).

Figure4.Baryondensityofthenon-radiativesimulation(nostarformation,
feedbackorcooling)atz=0.ThesamesliceasinFig.3isdisplayed.

notabledifferencesforthebaryons.Forthefullphysicssimulation,
thereislessmassathigherdarkmatterdensitiesandsignificantly
moremassatthelowestdarkmatterdensities.Thisagainisdueto
thefeedbackprocessespresentonlyinthefullphysicssimulation,
whichexpelmatterfromthehaloesoutintodarkmattervoids.

3.2.2Darkmatterdensityandthecosmicweb

Theprimaryconstituentsofthelarge-scalestructuredifferintheir
darkmatterdensity.Thereforewecanusethedarkmatterdensity

itselfasaroughproxytosplitupthesimulationvolumeintoregions
correspondingtohaloes,filamentsandvoids.Wethusdefinethe
categorieshaloes,filamentsandvoidsbyassigningtothemacertain
darkmatterdensityrange.1Bysummingthegridcellswhichfall
intotherespectivedarkmatterdensityranges,wecanmeasurethe
massandvolumeofthoseregions.Weshowtheresultingmassand
volumefractionandthedensityrangeusedforthisclassification
inTable2.ThespatialdistributionofthecategoriesinTable2is
showninFig.8.WeshowthesamesliceasinFig.3,anduseawhite
colourforthosecellsthatbelongtothecorrespondingcategory.

The‘haloes’aredefinedtohaveadarkmatterdensityhigher
than15ρcrit.Thisdensitythresholdhasbeenchosensothatthe
haloregioncontainsapproximatelythesameamountofdarkmatter
asthehaloesofthehalofinder.Thus,byconstruction,wefind
49percentofthedarkmatterinhaloes.Butalsotheamountof
baryons,whichcorrespondsto23percent,isingoodagreement
withTable1.Thevolumefractionofthehaloesis0.16percent.
Thechosenthresholdisalsoconsistentwiththeresolutionofthe
gridonwhichwecalculatethedensityandthemassresolutionof
Illustris:ahaloof2×109M⊙wouldresultinanoverdensityof
15×ρcrit,ifallofitsmassfallsintoasinglegridcell.According
totheSUBFINDhalocatalogue,haloessmallerthan2×109M⊙
stillhost4.8percentofthedarkmatter.However,manyofthose
haloeswillbesubhaloesandthuscontributetheirmasstothehalo
category.Ifwedefinethehalocategorytohavedensitieshigher
than30ρcrit,wefindthatithosts41.7percentofthedarkmatterand
21.6percentofthebaryons,andallofthestars.Thisdensitycutat
30ρcritcorrespondstothemassofa4.2×109M⊙haloinonecell.
IfwecomparethisvaluewiththesecondrowinTable1(Mtot>5
×109M⊙),weagainfindthatthevalueobtainedusingthedark
matterdensitymethodisconsistentwiththevalueoftheSUBFIND

halocatalogue.Wewanttoemphasizethatthethresholddensityfor

1Thedarkmatterdensitiesweuseinthisanalysisareaveragedensitiesover
avolumeof(104kpc)3.
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     Star formation quenching

mass-to-light ratio and rest-frame g–i color from Bell et al.
(2003), adjusted by −0.15 dex to be valid for a Kroupa (2002)
IMF. Where SDSS photometry was unavailable we classified
the galaxy as being either star-forming or passive according to
whether it was 24 μm or NUV detected or not, and adopted
appropriate mass-to-light ratios.

For each 24 μm-detected galaxy with known redshift, its
intrinsic bolometric luminosity (LTIR) and rest-frame 24 μm
luminosity is estimated by comparison of its 24 μm flux to the
luminosity-dependent template infrared spectral energy dis-
tributions (SEDs) of Rieke et al. (2009). The latter is then
converted to an obscured SFR using the calibration of Rieke
et al. (2009)

( ) ( )M L μ LSFR yr 7.8 10 24 m, , (1)IR
1 10= ×⊙ − − ⊙

which is valid for either a Kroupa (2002) or Chabrier (2003)
IMF. Our Spitzer data should be sensitive to galaxies with
ongoing obscured star formation occuring at rates down to 2.0
M yr 1⊙ − in our most distant clusters (z ∼ 0.28).
Local quiescent early-type galaxies are known to emit in the

mid-infrared at levels much higher than expected from
photospheric emission alone (Clemens et al. 2009). This
excess at 10–30 μm has been shown to be due to silicate
emission from the dusty circumstellar envelopes of mass-losing
evolved AGB stars (Bressan et al. 2006) rather than residual
ongoing star formation. We may thus worry that some of our
cluster galaxies may be mistakenly classed as star-forming due
to 24 μm emission coming from TP-AGB stars.

The SEDs of evolved stellar populations including emission
from dusty circumstellar envelopes peak at 10–20 μm, but then
drop rapidly at longer wavelengths (Piovan et al. 2003), so
galaxies whose 24 μm emission is due to TP-AGB stars should
not be detected in our Herschel/PACS data, unlike normal star-
forming galaxies whose infrared SEDs peak at 70–170 μm
(e.g., Dale et al. 2012). For the 11 nearest clusters
(0.15 < z < 0.20) in our sample, >98% of galaxies with

MSFR 2.0 yrIR
1> ⊙ − and Herschel/PACS coverage were also

detected at 100 μm, while >99% show clear Hα emission in
our ACReS MMT/Hectospec spectra, indicating that their
24 μm emission is indeed due to ongoing star formation.

In a comparable Spitzer /MIPS analysis of 814 galaxies in
the Shapley supercluster at z = 0.048, sensitive to much lower
obscured SFRs (SFRIR ∼ 0.05Me yr−1) Haines et al. (2011b)
did find a significant population of quiescent (based upon a
lack of Hα emission) cluster galaxies detected at 24 μm, but
none with 24 μm luminosities that would convert to an
obscured SFR above 0.5Me yr−1. They also obtained a tight
correlation (0.22 dex) between the 24 μm and the 1.4 GHz
radio luminosities for star-forming cluster galaxies, down to

MSFR 1.0 yrIR
1∼ ⊙ − , consistent with both the mid-infrared

and radio emission being due to star formation.

3. RESULTS

3.1. Radial Population Gradients

Figure 2 shows the fraction of massive ( 2.0> × M1010 ⊙)
cluster galaxies with obscured star formation occurring at rates

MSFR 2.0 yrIR
1> ⊙ − (fSF) as a function of projected cluster-

centric radius in units of r500, across the full sample of 30
clusters. The fractions only consider cluster members covered
by the Spitzer 24 μm maps, and exclude X-ray AGNs and

QSOs, as their 24 μm emission is usually dominated by dust
heated by the active nucleus rather than star formation (e.g., Xu
et al. 2015). BCGs are also excluded due to their unique
evolutions (Lin & Mohr 2004), and the direct link between
BCG activity and the presence of cooling flows within clusters
(Smith et al. 2010a; Rawle et al. 2012).
The fraction of obscured star-forming galaxies increases

steadily with cluster-centric radius from f 0.04SF ∼ in the
cluster core to fSF ∼ 0.23 at 3.0r500 (1.9r200). However, even at
these large radii the fSF remains well (∼1/3) below that seen in
coeval field galaxies (fSF = 0.33 ± 0.01; blue line). A simple
linear extrapolation of the observed trend suggests that the fSF
should reach that of the field galaxy population at ∼4.5r500.
However, the limited extents of our Spitzer 24 μm maps mean
that we cannot establish whether this occurs or not.
The fraction of star-forming cluster galaxies evolves very

rapidly at these redshifts, with f z(1 )SF
7.6 1.1∝ + ± (Haines

et al. 2013). It is thus vital to ensure that this shortfall in star-
forming cluster galaxies at large radii with respect to field
values is not produced by a redshift bias between the two
samples. This is certainly not the case here, as the mean
redshifts of each radial bin for the cluster populations all lie in
the range 0.217–0.241, while for the field population
z 0.225〈 〉 = . There is a marginal redshift bias within our
cluster sample, as the outer two radial bins have z 0.241〈 〉 = ,
while the remaining bins all have mean redshifts in the range
0.217–0.231. This is due to our Spitzer data providing wider
radial coverage (in terms of r500) for the higher redshift
systems, but it is likely only a marginal effect, artificially
increasing the outer two fSF by 10%≲ (or ∼0.02 in the figure).

Figure 2. Radial population gradients for MIR-selected star-forming galaxies
from our stacked sample of 30 clusters. Red symbols show the fraction of
massive ( M2.0 1010> × ⊙ ) cluster galaxies with obscured star formation at
rates MSFR 2.0 yrIR

1> ⊙ − as a function of projected cluster-centric radius
(r rproj 500). The error bars indicate the uncertainties derived from binomial
statistics calculated using the formulae of Gehrels (1986). Each radial bin
contains 400 cluster galaxies. The blue horizontal line indicates the correspond-
ing fraction of field galaxies ( M2.0 10 ;10> × ⊙ 0.15 < z < 0.30) with

MSFR 2.0 yrIR
1> ⊙ − and its 1σ confidence limits (shaded region).

5
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• SF quenching is acting on infalling galaxies already prior to 
them settling in the cluster potential (Fujita 04) 

• Deficit of SF galaxies up to 5 r200 (Bahè+ 13, Wetzel+13)  
• SF quenching due to harassment and starvation (Larson+ 80,  

De Lucia+12, Peng +15)

Effective combination of high 
number density and low relative 

velocity between galaxies 

Group as favourable locus 
for pre-processing?
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     LoCuSS survey

Courtesy of E. Egami

• J-K color selection for 
spectroscopic targets down to  

   mK* (zcl ) + 1.5 —> M* ≈ 2x1010 M☉ 
• weak dependence on SFR and  
SFH 
• no morphological bias 

• 96% spect. completeness for  
MIPS 24 µm sources 

• 90% phot. completeness at 
400µJy 

• Multi-wavelength survey of X-ray luminous clusters at 
0.15<z<0.30 

• Data cover  the central 25’x25’ cluster region
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     Group identification
6 C. P. Haines et al.
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Figure 3. Extended X-ray emission from Abell 1835. All spectroscopically confirmed X-ray groups are indicated and labelled by their
redshift and estimated M200 value. Those groups which are infalling into Abell 1835 are marked by red circles of diameter r200.

producing a M200�L
X

scaling relation well described by a
single power law.

We estimate the total M200 masses of our X-ray groups
using the M200�L

X

relation derived by Leauthaud et al.
(2010), tied to the analogous high-mass cluster relations
based on X-ray and weak lensing analyses of clusters in the
LoCuSS survey. The resulting single power law relation

hM200E(z)i
M0

= A

✓
hL

X

E(z)�1
i

L
X,0

◆
↵

(1)

with M0=1013.70 h�1
72 M�, LX,0=1042.70 h�2

72 erg s�1, power-
law index ↵=0.64±0.03 and log10(A)=0.03±0.06, holds over
two decades in mass, M200⇠1013.5�1015.5 M�. Allevato et
al. (2012) find that the observed bias of these COSMOS
X-ray groups as measured through the projected auto-
correlation function is in perfect agreement with that pre-
dicted from the group masses derived via the above rela-
tion. This relation produces group masses which are always
within 20% of those resulting from the M�L

X

scaling rela-

tion of Lovisari, Reiprich & Schellenberger (2015), whose
XMM/Newton analysis derived total masses for 20 local
groups assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. The mass scatter
at fixed L

X

is expected to be 0.15 dex (Kettula et al. 2015;
Lovisari et al. 2015).

X-ray groups which are infalling into the primary clus-
ters are identified from their projected cluster-centric radii
and redshifts as those located within the “trumpet”-shaped
caustic profile enclosing those galaxies identified as clus-
ter members by Haines et al. (2013). In total 39 of our
X-ray groups were identified as being within the caus-
tics of the primary cluster. The full list of infalling X-ray
groups is presented in Table 2, including their positions,
redshifts, X-ray luminosities, masses, whether they have a
known central dominant galaxy or not, and the number of
spectroscopically-confirmed members.

At these low SNRs we may be concerned that some
of these “extended” X-ray sources are false detections due
to confused low-luminosity AGN, given the relatively poor

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15
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Finoguenov et al. (2015), by generating simulated galaxy
groups of a given mass and redshift, and the tabulation of
Finoguenov et al. (2007) to predict the parameters of the
beta model used to describe the surface brightness profile
of their X-ray emission. Unlike Finoguenov et al. (2015) we
use the simulated infalling groups from the Millennium sim-
ulation to model the mass and radial distribution of groups
around the cluster, rather than assume a random spatial dis-
tribution and mass distribution defined by a ⇤CDM cosmo-
logical model. This step is necessary because the distribution
of groups in and around clusters is not described by linear
growth theory and simulations are required. The particular
choice of the cosmology in the simulations is not so impor-
tant, as the abundance of subhalos is a not a very sensitive
function of the cosmology and the subhalo mass function
scales well at any redshift as a function of the subhalo ra-
tio to the total halo mass (Giocoli et al. 2008). The main
di↵erence between simulations consists in the treatment of
surviving subhalos. However, those would not have any de-
tected X-ray emission anyway, so these details should not
be relevant to our work.

The simulated infalling X-ray groups are placed into
each of the XMM images one at a time, and the wavelet-
detection algorithm applied, producing catalogs of detected
simulated groups for each XMM cluster observation. The
fraction of these simulated groups recovered by the wavelet-
detection algorithm as a function of group halo M200 mass
is shown in Figure 4a, and as a function of group-cluster
mass ratio in Figure 4b. Some of the XMM observations had
high backgrounds, which negatively a↵ected both actual and
simulated detections.

It is notable from the observed catalogue (Table 2) that
we detect no X-ray groups inside 0.5 r500. From the simula-
tions, 10% of groups with M200>1013 M� within the XMM
fields would be expected to be located within 0.5 r500. Very
few of these systems are expected to be detected, with <10%
of artificial groups with 1013<M200<1014 M� recovered in-
side 0.5 r200, due to the di�culty in distinguishing them from
the much larger emission from the primary cluster. This af-
fects our overall mass completeness level, and the red-dashed
line shows the improved completeness levels after excising
the cluster cores (r

proj

<0.5 r500). The other major contrib-
utor to incompleteness is the e↵ect of vignetting at large
radii.

These completeness estimates rest on two key assump-
tions. First, the X-ray emitting gas remains within the DM
halos of the infalling groups, rather than being removed by
ram-pressure stripping as the DM halo passes through the
ICM. Second, the centre of the X-ray emission remains close
to the group galaxies within the infalling DM halo, such that
its optical counterpart would be identified and redshift mea-
sured.

4 RESULTS

In total, 39 X-ray groups are identified across the 23 XMM
images as being associated with the primary clusters, down
to a signal-to-noise limit of 3. Six of the clusters (A267,
A291, A383, A1689, RXJ2129, Z2089) have no X-ray de-
tected groups in their infall regions, while Abell 1763 has the
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Figure 5. Stacked observed phase-space diagram, (⌫
los

�h⌫i)/�
⌫

versus r
proj

/r200 of the 39 XMM groups (magenta symbols) and
member galaxies (grey solid points) for all 23 clusters in our sam-
ple. The size of each symbol indicates the group mass. Darker
grey symbols indicating star-forming galaxies detected at 24µm.
Open symbols indicate field galaxies. The solid histogram on the
right shows the distribution of relative LOS velocities for the 39
XMM groups, while the blue dashed curve shows a Gaussian dis-
tribution with the same mean and standard deviation.

most with five. The numbers of groups around each cluster
are consistent with being drawn from a Poisson distribution.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the XMM groups
(magenta symbols) in the stacked caustic diagram. This plots
the relative LOS velocity of each group with respect to the
central redshift of the primary cluster, scaled by the ve-
locity dispersion of all cluster members within r200 (�

⌫cl ;
taken from Haines et al. 2015), against its projected cluster-
centric distance. This shows how all these groups lie within
the “trumpet”-shaped region formed by the galaxies (solid
grey points) that have been spectroscopcially identified as
members of the same 23 clusters, demonstrating that the
groups are indeed associated with the clusters.

The overall distribution of relative LOS velocities for
these 39 groups is shown by the histogram on the right. As
discussed in detail in Haines et al. (2015), both the width
and shape of the LOS velocity distribution of populations
of objects in and around galaxy clusters depend strongly on
when they have been (or will be) accreted into the cluster.
Low LOS velocity dispersions and Gaussian distributions are
indicators of virialized populations, while high LOS velocity
dispersions and flat top-hat distributions are associated with
objects on their first infall (Haines et al. 2015; Hikage &
Yamamoto 2016).

While the velocity dispersion of the XMM groups about
the cluster redshift is marginally lower than that of the over-
all cluster galaxy population, �(⌫

gr

�⌫
cl

)=0.86±0.08�
⌫cl ,

half of the XMM groups are located along the caustics where
objects on their first infall into the clusters are expected to
be found. The histogram shows an excess of groups with ve-
locities around �1.4�

⌫cl and +1.0�
⌫cl , relative to expecta-

tions from a Gaussian distribution (blue dashed curve), and a
shortfall of groups with LOS velocities around zero. The kur-
tosis of the group-cluster LOS velocity distribution is neg-

c� 2015 RAS, MNRAS 000, 1–15

• 4σ  IGM Xray detection 
threshold 

• 97 groups with z < 0.7 
• Every group with z< 0.3  

has a spect. member 

Xray Map Isocontours
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Figure 3. Extended X-ray emission from Abell 1835. All spectroscopically confirmed X-ray groups are indicated and labelled by their
redshift and estimated M200 value. Those groups which are infalling into Abell 1835 are marked by red circles of diameter r200.

producing a M200�L
X

scaling relation well described by a
single power law.

We estimate the total M200 masses of our X-ray groups
using the M200�L

X

relation derived by Leauthaud et al.
(2010), tied to the analogous high-mass cluster relations
based on X-ray and weak lensing analyses of clusters in the
LoCuSS survey. The resulting single power law relation
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with M0=1013.70 h�1
72 M�, LX,0=1042.70 h�2

72 erg s�1, power-
law index ↵=0.64±0.03 and log10(A)=0.03±0.06, holds over
two decades in mass, M200⇠1013.5�1015.5 M�. Allevato et
al. (2012) find that the observed bias of these COSMOS
X-ray groups as measured through the projected auto-
correlation function is in perfect agreement with that pre-
dicted from the group masses derived via the above rela-
tion. This relation produces group masses which are always
within 20% of those resulting from the M�L

X

scaling rela-

tion of Lovisari, Reiprich & Schellenberger (2015), whose
XMM/Newton analysis derived total masses for 20 local
groups assuming hydrostatic equilibrium. The mass scatter
at fixed L

X

is expected to be 0.15 dex (Kettula et al. 2015;
Lovisari et al. 2015).

X-ray groups which are infalling into the primary clus-
ters are identified from their projected cluster-centric radii
and redshifts as those located within the “trumpet”-shaped
caustic profile enclosing those galaxies identified as clus-
ter members by Haines et al. (2013). In total 39 of our
X-ray groups were identified as being within the caus-
tics of the primary cluster. The full list of infalling X-ray
groups is presented in Table 2, including their positions,
redshifts, X-ray luminosities, masses, whether they have a
known central dominant galaxy or not, and the number of
spectroscopically-confirmed members.

At these low SNRs we may be concerned that some
of these “extended” X-ray sources are false detections due
to confused low-luminosity AGN, given the relatively poor
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Finoguenov et al. (2015), by generating simulated galaxy
groups of a given mass and redshift, and the tabulation of
Finoguenov et al. (2007) to predict the parameters of the
beta model used to describe the surface brightness profile
of their X-ray emission. Unlike Finoguenov et al. (2015) we
use the simulated infalling groups from the Millennium sim-
ulation to model the mass and radial distribution of groups
around the cluster, rather than assume a random spatial dis-
tribution and mass distribution defined by a ⇤CDM cosmo-
logical model. This step is necessary because the distribution
of groups in and around clusters is not described by linear
growth theory and simulations are required. The particular
choice of the cosmology in the simulations is not so impor-
tant, as the abundance of subhalos is a not a very sensitive
function of the cosmology and the subhalo mass function
scales well at any redshift as a function of the subhalo ra-
tio to the total halo mass (Giocoli et al. 2008). The main
di↵erence between simulations consists in the treatment of
surviving subhalos. However, those would not have any de-
tected X-ray emission anyway, so these details should not
be relevant to our work.

The simulated infalling X-ray groups are placed into
each of the XMM images one at a time, and the wavelet-
detection algorithm applied, producing catalogs of detected
simulated groups for each XMM cluster observation. The
fraction of these simulated groups recovered by the wavelet-
detection algorithm as a function of group halo M200 mass
is shown in Figure 4a, and as a function of group-cluster
mass ratio in Figure 4b. Some of the XMM observations had
high backgrounds, which negatively a↵ected both actual and
simulated detections.

It is notable from the observed catalogue (Table 2) that
we detect no X-ray groups inside 0.5 r500. From the simula-
tions, 10% of groups with M200>1013 M� within the XMM
fields would be expected to be located within 0.5 r500. Very
few of these systems are expected to be detected, with <10%
of artificial groups with 1013<M200<1014 M� recovered in-
side 0.5 r200, due to the di�culty in distinguishing them from
the much larger emission from the primary cluster. This af-
fects our overall mass completeness level, and the red-dashed
line shows the improved completeness levels after excising
the cluster cores (r

proj

<0.5 r500). The other major contrib-
utor to incompleteness is the e↵ect of vignetting at large
radii.

These completeness estimates rest on two key assump-
tions. First, the X-ray emitting gas remains within the DM
halos of the infalling groups, rather than being removed by
ram-pressure stripping as the DM halo passes through the
ICM. Second, the centre of the X-ray emission remains close
to the group galaxies within the infalling DM halo, such that
its optical counterpart would be identified and redshift mea-
sured.

4 RESULTS

In total, 39 X-ray groups are identified across the 23 XMM
images as being associated with the primary clusters, down
to a signal-to-noise limit of 3. Six of the clusters (A267,
A291, A383, A1689, RXJ2129, Z2089) have no X-ray de-
tected groups in their infall regions, while Abell 1763 has the
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Figure 5. Stacked observed phase-space diagram, (⌫
los

�h⌫i)/�
⌫

versus r
proj

/r200 of the 39 XMM groups (magenta symbols) and
member galaxies (grey solid points) for all 23 clusters in our sam-
ple. The size of each symbol indicates the group mass. Darker
grey symbols indicating star-forming galaxies detected at 24µm.
Open symbols indicate field galaxies. The solid histogram on the
right shows the distribution of relative LOS velocities for the 39
XMM groups, while the blue dashed curve shows a Gaussian dis-
tribution with the same mean and standard deviation.

most with five. The numbers of groups around each cluster
are consistent with being drawn from a Poisson distribution.

Figure 5 shows the distribution of the XMM groups
(magenta symbols) in the stacked caustic diagram. This plots
the relative LOS velocity of each group with respect to the
central redshift of the primary cluster, scaled by the ve-
locity dispersion of all cluster members within r200 (�

⌫cl ;
taken from Haines et al. 2015), against its projected cluster-
centric distance. This shows how all these groups lie within
the “trumpet”-shaped region formed by the galaxies (solid
grey points) that have been spectroscopcially identified as
members of the same 23 clusters, demonstrating that the
groups are indeed associated with the clusters.

The overall distribution of relative LOS velocities for
these 39 groups is shown by the histogram on the right. As
discussed in detail in Haines et al. (2015), both the width
and shape of the LOS velocity distribution of populations
of objects in and around galaxy clusters depend strongly on
when they have been (or will be) accreted into the cluster.
Low LOS velocity dispersions and Gaussian distributions are
indicators of virialized populations, while high LOS velocity
dispersions and flat top-hat distributions are associated with
objects on their first infall (Haines et al. 2015; Hikage &
Yamamoto 2016).

While the velocity dispersion of the XMM groups about
the cluster redshift is marginally lower than that of the over-
all cluster galaxy population, �(⌫

gr

�⌫
cl

)=0.86±0.08�
⌫cl ,

half of the XMM groups are located along the caustics where
objects on their first infall into the clusters are expected to
be found. The histogram shows an excess of groups with ve-
locities around �1.4�

⌫cl and +1.0�
⌫cl , relative to expecta-

tions from a Gaussian distribution (blue dashed curve), and a
shortfall of groups with LOS velocities around zero. The kur-
tosis of the group-cluster LOS velocity distribution is neg-
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Member if: 
• D < r200 
• |v| < 500 km/s  
(M* > 2x1010 M☉)

Group member selection
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Figure 1. Density map of the line-of-sight peculiar velocity (in units of �) versus clustercentric radius (in units of

r200) of LoCuSS cluster members. Superimposed black contours mark the density distribution of the 34 infalling group

members. Filled yellow triangles show the fraction of group members with respect to cluster members, as a function

of clustercentric radius. The error bars (at 1�) are computed from binomial statistics following Gehrels (1986).

galaxy groups (Haines et al. 2017), focussing in particular on
the star formation properties of the massive galaxies within
them. The extensive coverage of the dataset in both area
and wavebands is coupled with a consistent object selection,
resulting in an unique sample of unambiguously selected in-
falling group galaxies which is ideal for the study of pre-
processing.

This paper is structured the following manner. In Sec-
tion 2, we present dataset. In Section 3, we present the
methods and main results of the data analysis. In Section
4, we summarise the results and present future prospects
of the project. Throughout this work, we assume H0 =
70 km s�1Mpc�1, �M = 0.3 and �� = 0.7.

2 LOCUSS GROUPS

The data used for the detection of the groups is part of
the Local Cluster Substructure Survey (LoCuSS). In par-
ticular, we focussed on the 23 clusters which were observed
with XMM-Newton. Thanks to the spatial extent of the ob-
servations, we were able to detect the emission from the
hot intragroup medium (hereafter IGM) in the surround-
ings of the clusters, during the group accretion. This is
proven to be particularly challenging do the tenuous emis-
sion of the IGM, which is easily concealed by the intraclus-
ter medium (hereafter ICM) emission. Optical spectroscopy

with MMT/Hectospec was performed in order to obtain red-
shifts to be used in the galaxy member selection, as outlined
in Section 3. The complete description of the observational
campaign and data reduction strategy is detailed in Haines
et al. (2017). Hereafter we introduce some salient aspects
that we used in the current work.

Groups are identified from their X-ray extended emis-
sion. Details of the observations and data reduction are pre-
sented in Martino et al. (2014) and Haines et al. (2017). The
crucial step regards the separation of IGM extended emis-
sion from background and point sources. Haines et al. (2017)
used the technique of signal decomposition via wavelet of
Vikhlinin et al. (1998) to detect signal above 4� on scales
of 8 and 16 arcsec, which is associated to point sources. We
subtracted the predicted contamination of the de-
tected point sources from large scales based on the
XMM PSF model. (Finoguenov et al. 2009). Similarly,
extended sources (e.g. groups) were associated to signal on
scales of 32 and 64 arcsec above 4� from a 32 arcsec gener-
ated noise map.

The spectroscopic targets are selected using the
tight (0.1 mag) scatter of cluster galaxies in near
infrared bands J and K, following Haines et al.
2009a,b. These bands are particularly suited for be-
ing only marginally a↵ected by extinction and star
formation history and rate. This allows for the selec-
tion of a stellar mass limited sample of galaxies, and

MNRAS 000, 1–5 (2017)

• 34 groups with 0.15<z<0.3 (subsample of Haines+ 17)  
• from Lx —> M200 ≈ 5x1013 M☉, r200 ≈800 kpc
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     Results: fraction of SF galaxies

MB+ 17

SFRIR > 2 M☉/yr
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     Results: dust mass

Passive galaxy
SED fit with MAGPHYS  
(da Cunha+08)

MIPS 
24

PACS 
SPIRE

WISE  
1-3

UKIRT 
J-K

SDSSGALEX
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     Results: dust mass
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MAGPHYS  
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     Results: morphology

Ellipticals/Spheroidals Late Type Discs

SUBARU V+i’ imaging (seeing ≈ 0.7”)

Lack of tidal features?

Irregulars
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     Results: morphology
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Cluster Groups

Stellar mass function



     Conclusions

• Unique dataset and controlled sample of galaxies 

• Fraction of SF galaxies is lower in groups than in 
clusters at same clustercentric distance 

• Flatter trend of SF fraction in groups than in clusters 
with respect to clustercentric distance 

• Direct evidences of pre-processing in groups 
• Groups are populating clusters with passive galaxies
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     Future prospects

• Comparison with isolated groups 
• Morphological decomposition 
• Effect of cluster halo?
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Thank you for your attention
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